Human Geography

Unit I Review Guide

Directions: The following topics are the major topics we have covered in this unit. Take the time to look through your notes, handouts, and any activities we have worked on to make sure you are comfortable with the materials.

Introduction to Geography
- 5 themes of Geography

Population
- Words from population vocabulary worksheet
- Demographics
  - Census
- How to calculate migration
  - Birth Rate
  - Death Rate
  - Immigration vs. Emigration
- Population importance

Migration
- Reasons for
  - Push Factors
  - Pull Factors
- Internal vs. International
- Net Migration
- Problems of Immigration
  - Illegal Immigration
  - Brain Drain
- Chain Migration
- Obstacles
- Net Migration

Be Able to read the following graphs/Maps
- Cartogram
- Population density map
- Choropleth Map
- Population Pyramid

Review assignment –
Come up with two short answer style questions using the list of topics above
Answer your own question in a paragraph explanation.